its moisture from the ground-water. Although the fields between Deshasha and Bal? ansura can only be classified with difficulty as generally transversal arrays running paral? lel to the border desert-alluvium, those between Tuna and Dashlut are developed as specific geomorphological forms. Three rows of 10 feet high transversal dunes run NNE.-SSW. while another line abuts the desert in the lee of the Pleistocene gravels. In the Meir area, between Sanabu and Qusiya, two immense longitudinal dunes of four miles in length are blown up in the lee of the steep limestone scarp running NNW.-SSE. All these dunes overlie nilotic sediments and were apparently deposited during the last few centuries. longitudinal dunes, generally averaging one or two miles in length, extends miles across the desert surface to the nummulitic headland a little south of Balansura.
These deposits have no direct continuation north-westward while they merge with the marginal valley dunes south of Minya, forming a great field of barchans north of Balansura. These fields, and the minor longitudinal leeward dunes abutting from the scarp here and there, are mobile and moving across the Pleistocene gravels. appears that the barchan fields north of Balansura, which merge with mar there, are, in their present position, partly related to the sub-recent aeolian on the adjacent alluvium indicated by the surface marginal dunes.
From a number of exposures between Dashlut and Tuna the marginal that area generally overlie 8 to 12 inches of Nile mud and, below that, so of further aeolian sand. The latter rests upon alluvium and nilotic sands of ing 6 feet, and then again upon at the very least 15 feet of wind-borne major layer of alluvium appears to be Roman.1 In other words two layers sand were deposited in late and post-Classical times, the Upper Younger Dunes representing the present surface deposits, the Lower Younger Dunes the upper buried ones (Fig. 1) . The latter can be found under alluvium in exposures several miles west of the surface dunes, indicating greater aeolian activity in an intensified desert climate at the time. dunes also extended well west of the surface ones and likewise imply greater aeolian activity in pre-Hellenistic times. A lower limit can be deduced from evidence at the site of Hieraconpolis in Upper Egypt. There a Predynastic cemetery in Palaeolithic silts was later wind-eroded, exposing the burials while the silts and foreign sand were laid down in false-bedded deposits covering 2,500,000 sq. ft. a little in the lee. desiccation and severe wind-scour followed upon the Middle Sebilian and before the recreation of the pre-Neolithic lake at 206 feet R.L. With radio-carbon dates of 4440 and 4144 B.C. for the early Neolithic lake, it may be that the previous arid phase ended about 5000 B.C.
The valley alluvium.?The deposition of Nile mud is generally believed to have begun after the Upper Pleistocene degradation of the Nile Valley, when the river bed rose in response to the early Postglacial rise in eustatic sea level. The silts deposited before this in Upper Levalloisian and Lower Sebilian times are, however, fine, slightly sandy deposits from annual floods of Blue Nile provenance, only a little differ? ent from modern alluvium. It seems that the subsequent Nile degradation only interrupted further deposition until the river gradient was less steep. As can be seen from numerous bore-hole profiles, the earliest aggradation corresponding to a rising base level of erosion was not nilotic mud but mica-bearing, fine gravel and sands which lie 10 to 30 feet thick below the alluvium in Middle and Upper Egypt. From the alluvial deposits in Middle Egypt it appears as if sedimentation was accelerated during the first few centuries of our era, which was possibly due, in part, to the rise to present sea level beginning about the same time. The 6 feet of mud dating from this time (Fig. 1) took at the most 600 years to form, judging from the uniform pottery sherds occurring throughout the datable section near Tuna el Gebel. But 6 feet would theoretically require some 1800 years deposition, so that the rate of sedimentation must have been three times as great as today in Hellenistic times.
This figure may be distorted a little, due to the lateral shifts of the Bahr Jusef which are indicated by the fluviatile sands, rich in organic matter, to be seen in countless buried alluvium sections in western Middle Egypt. Whether these shifts were natural, i.e. due to stronger floods inducing stronger meandering of this Nile arm, or due to human interference, is uncertain. There are also geomorphological indications that the Bahr Jusef flowed directly east of the desert gravels in classical times, something closely reflected in the flourishing conditions of human settlement in the western valley at the time. Graeco-Roman, and apparently only remains of this age, are scattered profusely upon the low desert surface wherever one goes. This also fits in with the aeolian activity in preceding and subsequent times. It should be pointed out, however, that pottery sherds can "slip down" through a layer of seasonally viscous Nile mud in the course of time, so that Roman sherds found throughout a horizon may only date the uppermost part.
The is also unknown to him. In view of the somewhat incomplete and unconvincing publica of the Maadi-Turah bores, we incline to consider the assumption unwarranted until be supporting data are available.
1 These features, as well as the now abandoned canals west of Dairut, are shown on geological map, referred to in footnote 2, p. 75. moister "subpluvial" climate.1 It may be of interest here to discuss the question of classical or later rainier periods.
Despite careful search and study of countless Roman ruins in the valley it was not possible to find any indication whatever of more frequent rains at that time. However there are suggestions for a moister period in post-Classical times, which may well co? incide with historical evidence of a moist interval in Asia Minor during the ninth to tenth centuries.3 Thus, the Middle Eocene limestone debris left after the demolition and requarrying of a limestone building at Oxyrhynchos (El-Bahnasa) is cemented to a depth of 6 inches by dissolved lime and bands of crystalline gypsum. Such a resistant breccia as this requires more than air moisture for formation, implying some rainfall after the requarrying of the building stones, probably in early Islamic times. At Acoris (Tehna) some 5 feet of well stratified and well assorted fine material were deposited behind a brick barrier after the abandonment of the city in Coptic or early Arab times. Such deposits are not brought down by present spates which carry a heterogeneous mass of rubble with them. Similarly at Hebenu, former capital of the 16th Upper Egyptian Nome, similar thick deposits were laid down in a small depres? sion in front of an irrigation dam, after the abandonment of this part of the town in post-Coptic times. Scanty as the evidence is, it does suggest a brief interval with
